
 

 

 

 

  

SEPTEMBER 2017 

2018 OFFSHORE CAMPAIGN 

STAKEHOLDER INFORMATION 

This information sheet provides an overview of  Cooper Energy’s  proposed dr i l l ing ,  abandonment and 

pipelay act iv it ies in 2018 off  the Victor ian Coastl ine –  our 2018 Offshore Campaign .   

You are receiv ing this  information  as someone who may be interested in some, or  a l l ,  of Cooper Energy’s 

act iv it ies.    

Cooper  Energy  recognises that  stakeholder consultat ion goes beyond s imply informing individuals  or  

groups.  We want to provide an opportunity for open communicat ion that promotes integrat ion of  

stakeholder interests  into the decis ion-making process.  Good communication provides the means for 

Cooper  Energy to  identify  and better understand your needs and issues of  concern and an opportunity 

for us to better understand our respons ibi l i t ies  as member of  the communities in which we operate .  

 

Cooper Energy is an Australian oil and gas company whose principal activity is the development and supply of gas to the south-

east Australia domestic market from conventional offshore Victorian gas reservoirs. The company is developing existing assets 

at the Casino Henry and Minerva gas projects, both of which are located in the Otway Basin offshore south-west Victoria and 

are long standing gas producers.  We are also developing a new source of gas supply for south-east Australia which will be 

processed at the existing Orbost Gas Plant as part of the Sole Gas Project, due to commence operations in 2019.   

Cooper Energy is committed to operating with care for the safety of the people, communities and environments in which we 

work.  We will undertake all our activities with the highest of integrity by striving to be consistent; staying true to our values; 

and being accountable for our actions.   

At Cooper Energy, we believe it is our duty to look after the community because we are a part of the community. 

ABOUT COOPER ENERGY 
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Location of the Drilling Related Activities and Sole Pipeline associated with the 2018 Offshore Campaign. 

Well (depth) Activity Type Latitude/Longitude 

Casino-5 (70 m) Workover 
38o 47 43.68’ S 

142o 44 44.60’ E 

Sole-2 (125 m) P&A 
38o 06 13.10’ S 

149o 00 33.51’ E 

Sole-3 (125 m) Drilling 
38o 06’ 01.18” S 

149o 00’ 30.80” E 

Sole-4 (125 m) Drilling 
38o 06’ 0.06” S 

149o 00’ 31.67” E 

Basker-2, Basker-3, 

Basker-4, Basker-5, 

Basker-7 (150 m) 

P&A 

38o 17’ 58.51” S 

148o 42’ 24.72” E 

These 5 wells are tightly 

grouped 

Basker-6 (265 m) P&A 
38o 19’ 17.54” S 

148o 43’ 54.70” E 

Manta-2A (135 m) P&A 
38o 16’ 38.94” S 

148o 42’ 58.58” E 

GDA94, UTM Zone 55 

Campaign Overview 

Cooper Energy is planning to undertake a number of offshore activities 

within the Otway and Gippsland Basins off the Victorian coastline 

collectively termed the Cooper Energy 2018 Offshore Campaign and 

includes: 

 Well Workovers (maintenance): 

- Workover on one (1) existing well in the Casino gas field, 
Otway Basin (VIC/L24), offshore from Port Campbell. 

 Drilling: 

- Two (2) gas development wells in the Sole gas field, 
Gippsland Basin, offshore from Sydenham Inlet 

 Well Plug and Abandonment: 

- One (1) well in the Sole gas field, Gippsland Basin 

- Up to seven (7) wells in the Basker, Manta, Gummy (BMG) 
oil fields, Gippsland Basin.   

- Removal of the existing BMG seabed infrastructure will be a 
separate and later vessel-based campaign. More 
information will be provided as planning progresses.  

 Pipeline Installation: 

- 65 km, 12” Gas pipeline and control umbilical from the 
existing Orbost Gas Plant to the new Sole wells. 

There will be no offshore exploration seismic activity as part of this 

campaign.  Prior to pipeline installation activities, Cooper Energy may 

need to undertake a low-impact geotechnical survey of the seabed.  As 

the planning phase progresses, further information on pipeline 

installation activities will be provided.  

All drilling and well abandonment activities will be undertaken using the 

drilling rig “Ocean Monarch” which is known as a semi-submersible 

mobile offshore drilling unit (MODU). The Ocean Monarch was upgraded 

in 2017 and operates to the latest international safety and environmental 

standards.  The drill rig will be supported by up to three anchor handling, 

tug and supply (AHTS) vessels with one vessel attending the rig at all 

times. 

As part of the program, the drill rig will need to be anchored to the 

seabed by standard marine anchors weighing up to 20 tonnes each. 

Activity Location 

The Casino wells are located ~ 30 km southwest of Port Campbell, 

Victoria in water depths of ~ 70 m.  The Sole gas field is located ~ 35 km 

south of Sydenham Inlet on the East Gippsland coast at a depth of ~ 125 

m. The proposed Sole gas pipeline and umbilical will run from the East 

Gippsland coastline near the Orbost Gas Plant to the Sole gas field and 

will be ~ 65 km long.  

The existing BMG Development is located ~ 52 km south of Cape Conran 

and lies in water depths varying from 135 m to 265 m. 

All drilling activities will occur in existing Commonwealth offshore 

petroleum licences.  Licences are currently being sought from State and 

Commonwealth Departments for the Sole gas pipeline. 

Neither the wells nor the Sole pipeline are located within any established 

or proposed Commonwealth or State Marine Protected Areas, Critical 

Habitats or Threatened Ecological Communities, and are outside of 

established shipping fairways. It is recognised that the activities will 

overlap with existing fisheries. 
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Activity Description 

Well Abandonment 

The wells at the BMG fields (VIC/RL13, VIC/RL14 and VIC/RL15) and Sole-

2 are to be abandoned in accordance with regulatory standards. Well 

‘abandonment’ is a safe and long-standing practice.   

Once onsite, the drilling rig will be anchored in place and pressure control 

equipment installed. Temporary plugs are then set before infield 

flowlines are disconnected and the subsea equipment removed to allow 

access to the wellhead. For all wells, a Blow Out Preventer (BOP) is 

installed onto the wellhead. Tubing and associated instruments and 

control valves are removed, and permanent cement plugs / barriers are 

installed to provide multiple physical barriers to prevent the release of 

any hydrocarbons that remain in the reservoir. 

The wellheads will be cut at a depth of ~ 3 m beneath the seabed and 

removed. The remaining infrastructure at BMG will be removed as part 

of a separate campaign and will be the subject of further consultation. 

 

Development Drilling 

The drilling process uses a rotating bit attached to the end of a string of 

drill pipe to bore through the earth to reach the gas reservoirs. As the bit 

turns, it grinds off small pieces of rock, or drill cuttings, thus deepening 

the well.  

Low-toxicity water based drilling fluids will be pumped down the drill 

string to remove the cuttings from the well, cool the drill bit, and 

maintain pressure control of the well.  The drilling fluids and cuttings are 

recirculated to the drilling rig where the fluids are removed from the 

cuttings before being re-used. Once removed, drill cuttings are 

discharged overboard where they will settle on the seabed near the rig. 

Once drilling has finished, steel casing is installed in the wellbore and 

cemented in place.  Production tubing is then installed containing various 

instruments and flow control valves. The well is then shut in and 

suspended until additional subsea infrastructure is installed (called a 

subsea tree) which will sit ~ 5 m above the seafloor.  For safety reasons, 

flaring of excess hydrocarbons will occur periodically which may be 

visible from the mainland. 

 

Well Workover 

A well workover entails undertaking maintenance activities on an existing 

well.  Once onsite at Casino-5 (VIC/L24), the drill rig will be anchored in 

place and a BOP installed onto the subsea tree. Production tubing and 

associated instruments and flow control valves will be removed and 

replaced. 

Once the new completion has been installed, the well is then flowed back 
to the existing pipeline and returned to production under the existing 
Environment Plan.  

 

Sole Pipeline Installation 

Pipelay activities will be undertaken via a specialist pipelay vessel which 

installs the pipeline directly onto the seabed from a large reel.  During 

pipelay activities the vessel will move very slowly at ~ 2-4 knots.   

The reel cannot hold the entire 65 km of pipeline and as such the vessel 

will make ~ 5 trips to a temporary pipeline fabrication yard at Crib Point, 

Victoria to re-stock.  The pipeline will not be trenched into the seabed 

but will be over-trawlable to minimise fishing impacts. 

A second vessel will undertake a similar activity for a smaller umbilical 

control line which will lay adjacent to the proposed pipeline. The 

umbilical will be trenched beneath the seabed to a depth of 

approximately 0.5 m. 

 

Activity Timing 

The following is an indicative timetable only of the 2018 Offshore 

Campaign.  It is anticipated that the activities will start on the 1st 

February 2018 and take ~ 7 months to complete. The gas pipeline 

installation activities are planned to commence between September and 

November 2018 and take ~ 4 months to complete.   

The timing and order of activity may vary slightly and is contingent on 

regulatory approvals, environmental sensitivities, joint venture 

approvals, weather, contingency operations and rig/ vessel schedules.   

 

 

1/2/2018 

1/3/2018 

10/5/2018 

31/7/2018 

25/2/2018 

Casino-5 Workover 

commences 

Sole-2 Well Abandonment 

commences 

Sole-3 and 4 Drilling 

commences 

BMG Plug and Abandon 

commences 

Cooper Energy drill rig 

activities finish  

Typical Pipelay Vessel 
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Petroleum Safety Zones 

While at a well location, a 500 m Petroleum Safety Zone (PSZ) will be gazetted around the drill rig, and patrolled by the attendant vessel.  The exact location 

of the drill rig will be communicated to other marine vessels via a Notice to Mariners issued by the Australian Hydrographic Service (AHS) and AUSCOAST 

warnings issued by the Australian Maritime Safety Authority (AMSA). 

At the completion of drilling the Sole wells, they will be tested, suspended and a PSZ of 500m (radius) gazetted around the well to protect the infrastructure 

and ensure the safety of marine stakeholders. The existing PSZ around the BMG wells will be removed once all well abandonment activities have been 

carried out and removal of seabed infrastructure is complete.   

No PSZ will be placed over the Sole pipeline which will be over-trawlable. 

Interaction with Commercial Fishing 

The well sites are located within existing designated Commonwealth and State fisheries that may be used by commercial fishers. The 500 m PSZ will be 

communicated to all fishing stakeholders as it is a legal requirement that the area should be avoided during drilling. 

During pipelay activities, a cautionary zone will be implemented around the vessel and it is requested that nets, lines or pots are not placed in the vicinity. 

It is acknowledged that a Fishery Independent Survey is planned for July and August 2018 in the waters off the Victorian Coast.  Cooper Energy is committed 

to minimising the impact of its activities on commercial fisheries and will conduct ongoing consultation so that that both fishing and drilling activities can 

be undertaken with minimal interference. 

 

Regulatory Requirements 

Environment Plans 

Under the Offshore Petroleum and Greenhouse Gas Storage Act 2006, 

before any petroleum related activities in Commonwealth waters can 

commence, an Environment Plan (EP) must be accepted by the National 

Offshore Petroleum Safety and Environmental Management Authority 

(NOPSEMA).  In Victorian State waters, an EP must be submitted to the 

Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources 

(DEDJTR) under the Offshore Petroleum and Greenhouse Gas Storage Act 

2010 (Vic).   

In the course of preparing an EP, Cooper Energy must consult with 

relevant authorities, persons and organisations whose functions, 

interests or activities may be affected by the proposed activities (i.e. a 

relevant person) and provide the opportunity for any issues or concerns 

to be raised.   

Four separate Environment Plans (EPs) are proposed to be developed for 

these different activities, however, to improve efficiencies for 

stakeholders, a single consultation process is being undertaken.  

Each EP will be a comprehensive document that describes the existing 

environment, including stakeholders, and how Cooper Energy will 

undertake the activities to avoid, minimise or manage potential 

environmental impacts to the “As Low As Reasonable Practicable” 

standard (ALARP) and meet Cooper Energy’s acceptability criteria.   

 

Oil Pollution Emergency Plan (OPEP) 

Under State and Commonwealth environment legislation, Cooper Energy 

must demonstrate and document oil spill response arrangements. The 

OPEP forms part of an EP submission and demonstrates our capability to 

respond in the unlikely event of an oil spill. 

Cooper Energy is a member of the Australian Marine Oil Spill Centre 

(AMOSC), a co-operative national oil spill response organisation, which 

provides access to additional oil spill response resources if required. 

Cooper Energy also holds a Memorandum of Understanding with the 

Australian Maritime Safety Authority (AMSA) for the supply of oil spill 

response equipment and resources. 

Cooper Energy’s OPEP interfaces with national, state and industry 

response plans prepared and implemented by the Australian 

Government via AMSA (NATPLAN), the Victorian Government (Maritime 

Emergencies (non-search and rescue) Plan), the Tasmanian Government 

(TASPLAN), the NSW Government (NSW Marine Oil and Chemical Spill 

Contingency Plan) and the Australian Oil industry’s Australian Marine Oil 

Spill Plan (AMOSPLAN) administered by AMOSC.  

The OPEP defines spill response options which may be applied to a spill 

event. The selected spill response option(s) would depend upon the size 

and type of spill; environmental sensitivities within the spill path; 

prevailing weather conditions; access restrictions and available 

resources. In all instances, a Net Environmental Benefits Assessment 

(NEBA) is undertaken, in consultation with relevant government 

agencies, to consider the advantages and disadvantages of the available 

spill response options. 
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Potential Impacts Potential Consequence Impact/Risk Reduction & Mitigation Measures 

Drill rig, Pipelay and Vessel-based impacts 

Drill rig anchoring Temporary and localised 

seabed disturbance, shallow 

bed depressions 

• Drill rig anchoring plan developed 

• Small area affected by anchors and chain drag, rapidly filled after anchor removal 

• Area is sandy bottom with no sensitive seabed features 

• Support vessels expected to use dynamic positioning thrusters 

Planned discharges to 

the marine 

environment  

Temporary and localised 

reduction in water quality 

• Routine discharges and vessel waste treatment systems will meet legal / MARPOL 
requirements 

• No discharge of oily water exceeding 15 ppm oil in water content 

• Food-scraps macerated prior to discharge 

• Maintain biosecurity requirements such as anti-fouling certification, ballast water and 
biofouling controls 

• All planned chemical discharges shall be assessed and deemed acceptable before use 

Lighting impacts Localised light emissions 

Temporary increase in 

predation on fauna 

attracted to light  

• Lighting kept to minimum but meets navigational and workplace safety requirements 

• Well testing (involving flaring) will be short duration lasting between 24-48 hours 

Underwater noise 

impacts 

Localised sound emissions 

Temporary displacement of 

sound sensitive fauna 

around active vessels 

• Incremental sound impacts not expected to be significant given location background 

sound levels (i.e. commercial shipping in adjacent shipping channels) 

• No offshore seismic surveys will be undertaken 

Air Emissions Temporary and localised 

reduction in air quality 

• Air emissions from marine engines meet MARPOL requirements and are routinely 

maintained 

• Marine-grade (low sulphur) diesel to be used 

• Well testing (involves flaring) will be short duration (~24-48 hrs) 

Marine fauna 
interaction (vessel 
strike) 

Injury to marine fauna • Maintain caution and ‘no approach’ zones from cetaceans 

• Support vessel crew members trained in marine fauna observation and mitigation 
measures 

• Report any injury/mortality of EPBC-listed fauna to the Department of the 
Environment and Energy 

Vessel collision Vessel damage, loss of 
hydrocarbons 

• Maintain 500 m exclusion zone around the drill rig for the duration of the activities 

• Communicate commencement of activity and exclusion zone to relevant stakeholders 
via Notice to Mariners and via AMSA 

• Vessel crew and navigational equipment will meet legal requirements 

• Pipelay vessel only travels at very slow speeds 

• No heavy fuels used – only MDO/MGO on rig and attendant vessels 

Accidental release of 

hydrocarbons to the 

marine environment 

Temporary reduction in 
water quality.  Potential 
impacts to marine fauna 
exposed to the fluids. 

• Store hydrocarbons and hazardous liquids in secondary containment or purpose-built 
bulk tanks 

• No heavy fuels used – only MDO/MGO on rig and attendant vessels 

• Comply with the AMSA-approved SOPEP, including maintaining spill kits, emergency 
response procedures and conducting spill response exercises 

• Implementation of OPEP 

A preliminary list of the key potential impacts relating to the activities are provided below to assist stakeholders in making an informed assessment on 

possible impacts to their activities, functions or interests in the area. In general, these impacts and risks are localised and of low risk.   

Potential Risks and Impacts 
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Potential Impacts Potential Consequence Impact/Risk Reduction & Mitigation Measures 

Drilling and Abandonment Activity Impacts 

Drilling fluid and 

cuttings discharges 

Localised and temporary: 

• Burial of seabed and 

benthic habitats in 

immediate seabed 

area; and 

• Reduction in water 

quality from 

suspended solids. 

• Use of water-based mud (WBM) with low toxicity additives ranked highly under the 

North Sea Offshore Chemical Notification Scheme (OCNS)  

• Solids control equipment minimises WBM on cuttings prior to discharge overboard 

• Dynamic seabed and marine environment with rapid dispersion of sediments 

Treated well fluid 

discharges  

Localised and temporary 

reduction in water quality 

• Low toxicity chemical additives ranked highly under the North Sea OCNS are used in 

abandonment, clean-up and completion fluids 

• Recovered fluids treated prior to discharge with an oil-in-water discharge content of 

less than 15 ppm and minor gas volumes flared/vented 

• Whole oil residues retained on-board for shore disposal 

Cement and cement 

cuttings discharge  

Localised and temporary: 

• Reduction in water 

quality; 

• Smothering of benthic 

habitat  

• Use of low toxicity cement additives ranked highly under the North Sea OCNS 

• No bulk cement discharge overboard 

• Volume of cement required accurately calculated to reduce excess cement volumes 

mixed 

• Cement hose flushing and cuttings releases rapidly diluted and dispersed 

Loss of well control (i.e., 

blowout 

Tainting of commercial 
fisheries species (e.g., 
shellfish).  

Injury and death of species 
such as seabirds, cetaceans.  

Pathological effects on fish 
larvae and plankton.  

Pollution of shoreline 
habitats such as sandy 
beaches and cliff faces 

• Casino and Sole are gas and condensate wells.  

• Blow out preventers (BOP) will be tested and utilised 

• An accepted Environment Plan (EP), OPEP and Emergency Response Plan (ERP) will be 
in place and implemented in the event of a blowout.  

• An approved Safety Case and Well Operations Management Plan (WOMP) will be in 
place.  

• Cooper Energy is a full member of the Australian Marine Oil Spill Centre (AMOSC), 
giving it ready access to expert response personnel and equipment will be on standby 
primarily in Geelong, Victoria.  

• Spill drills will be conducted on board 

Cooper Energy invites feedback on your interests so they can be considered in the program design and management. Feedback or 

queries associated with the activities can be directed to Cooper Energy at stakeholder@cooperenergy.com.au or on (08) 6556 2101. 

While some community consultations have occurred, Cooper Energy welcomes the opportunity for more face-to-face meetings, with 

the next being planned for October 2017. 

Cooper Energy will continue to keep interested stakeholders informed of the proposed activities throughout the planning phase and 

into operational phase. This information flyer will be followed by more targeted information closer to the time each activity occurs.   

We appreciate your time in providing feedback, however, if you do not wish to provide feedback there is no need to do so. Additionally, 

if you would prefer not to be included in further consultation activities please advise us and we will remove your name from our 

database. 

Potential Risks and Impacts 

Consultation 

Level 10, 60 Waymouth Street  
Adelaide, SA 5000 

www.cooperenergy.com.au 
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